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1.Pul one end 01 the cable info both moln lester and BNC 

soctet, and putlhe other Into the remote teslm. 

2.Swltch on the power, which work.s If the light Is on. 

3.BNC light will not be on when the coble Is connected. 

Any flosh of the light meons on Improper coble Is 

connected. 

4.Press the buMan on the left of the moin tester. II the light 

Is green, the coble works; If not (means led or any other 

color of light), the coble Is out of work. 
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1.Put one end of the cable Inlo the main tester 

2.Swilch on the power, which works If the light flashed. 

3.0nc6 switched on, lEDS of the remote lester will scan 

the cable accordingly. II the cobles ale good, the 

corresponding LEOS will turn green sequently. If the 

cables are auf of work, the LEOS will fast turn gleen Ihen 

red of other others, or the LEOS will nol be on or be on 

disorderly. 

4.11 the cables are shielded, shielding is tested when GND 

is turned on. If shielding Is normal. the corresponding LEOS 

and GND will turn green. Id not. the LEDS wlllllrsr become 

green then red or will not be on atoll. 
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1.251451 Twin-end: can test cables of the some BNC axes 

and double-twisted coles 

2. 251452 Single-end :the two ends of one coble can be 

connected to the main tester lor lest If remote tester Is 

nol applied 

3. 252452 Synchro: when lest Is done by bOth main lester. 

only connection 01 open circuli can be seen Irom the 

main tester while opposite commectlon or short circul1 is 

displayed by the remote tester. Red light means 

opposite connection and non-light means open circuit 

When test Is done by main tester exclusively, only 

connection of the cables can be soen while opposite 

connection cannot. 
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